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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 

This chapter presents the result of the data analysis based on the problems 

of the study mention previously. This chapter divided into two parts, findings and 

discussion. Findings itself is divided into two parts that analyzed. Moral values 

found and dominant moral values. 

A. Findings 

1. Moral values found in “Snow White and The Huntsman” Movie 

The researcher divides research findings into two part. The first part is 

data presentatiton that shown the data found in “Snow White and The 

Huntsman” Movie. The second part, show the most dominant moral 

value in the movie. There are nine moral values found in “Snow White 

and The Huntsman” Movie. The data presentation shown moral values 

that found in the “Snow White and The Huntsman” Movie presented on 

the table below:  

 

Table 4.1 Moral Values Found In “Snow White and The Huntsman” 

Movie.  

No Moral Values 

Availability Data 

Presentation 

Movie 

Time 

Frame 

Examples of 

Sentence 
Yes No 

36 
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1. 
Kindness / 

Respect  
√  

1.Data 1.1 

2.Data 1.2 

3.Data 1.3 

4.Data 1.4 

5.Data 1.5 

6.Data 1.6 

7.Data 1.7 

8.Data 1.8 

9.Data 1.9 

10. Data 

1.10 

(1). 2.31-

2.52 

(2). 3.02-

3.06 

(3). 40.15-

40.58 

(4). 52.02-

53.40 

(5). 54.05-

55.52 

(6). 

1.02.34-

1.03.00 

(7). 

1.05.41-

1.05.53 

(8). 

1.17.05-

1.17.43 

(9). 

1.22.19-

1.22.51 

(10). 

1.34.18-

1.35.30 

1. We found 

it in woods, 

it’s injured, 

mother. 

2. Careful 

you don’t 

fall.  

3. Quick 

work. Well 

done, 

Huntsman. 

Hand her 

over! 

4. Is this the 

edge of the 

Dark 

Forest? 

5. You got 

nothing to 

drink?   

6. I’m sorry, 

I’m sorry, I 

didn’t.. 

7. If you 

don’t cut us 

down we’ll 

all be killed! 

8. No, no, 

no, 

Huntsman! 

No one’s 
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ever seen 

this before. 

9. Arrow!  

10. What are 

you looking 

at? Do 

something! 

You’re 

dwarves, 

healers! 

Save her!  

 

 

2. Independence √  

1. Data 2.1 

2. Data 2.2 

3. Data 2.3 

(1). 3.16-

3.32  

(2). 

1.23.02-

1.23.18  

(3). 

1.37.38-

1.39.30 

1. The next 

winter was 

the harhest 

in memory 

as Snow 

White’s 

mother 

passed 

away.  

2. (Snow 

starts crying 

as Gus dies).  

3. Well, here 

you are, all 

dressed up 

like you’re 

about to 

wake up and 
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give me 

more grief.  

3. 

Self reliance 

(confident) & 

Potencial  

  

1. Data 

3.1 

2. Data 

3.2 

3. Data 

3.3 

4. Data 

3.4 

5. Data 

3.5 

 

(1). 4.00-

5.12 

(2). 58.35-

1.01.03 

(3). 

1.17.49-

1.22.10 

(4). 

1.33.20-

1.33.49 

(5). 

1.42.03-

1.43.30 

 

1. What 

devil 

spawned 

this army?!  

2. Lily! 

Lily! Come 

on!  

3. Attack!  

4. You don’t 

even realize 

how lucky 

you are to 

never to 

know what 

it is to grow 

old!  

5. Frost to 

fire, to fire 

to frost. 
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4. Hard Work  √  

1. Data 

4.1 

2. Data 

4.2 

3. Data 

4.3 

4. Data 

4.4 

(1). 6.09-

6.32 

(2). 09.10-

09.14 

(3). 37.07-

38.00 

(4). 

1.29.07-

1.33.23 

1. This all 

must be 

difficult for 

you.  

2. She had 

tricked her 

way into the 

kingdom 

with her 

way into the 

kingdom 

with her 

phantom 

army.  

3. So you 

wish to be 

reunited 

with your 

beloved?  

4. William. 

It’s as if 

nothing’s 

changed 

here.  

 

5. 
Sensitivity & 

Unselfishness  
√  

1. Data 

5.1 

2. Data 

5.2 

3. Data 

5.3 

(1). 07.30-

08.27  

(2). 13.10-

13.30  

(3). 18.56-

19.28 

1. I was 

ruined by 

a king 

like you 

once. 
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4. Data 

5.4 

(4). 1.43.47 

 

2. The rest 

of them, 

my 

queen.  

3. (Suddenly 

the son 

grabs the 

knife 

from the 

soldier 

holding 

him and 

stabs 

Ravenna 

in the 

stomach, 

she pulls 

out the 

knife 

without a 

drop of 

blood.   

4. After 

Snow 

White 

and her 

army set 

off to 

attack.  
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6. 
Bravery / 

Courage  
√  

1. Data 

6.1 

(1). 20.24-

21.36 

1. Magic 

comes at a 

lofty price.  

7. Honesty √  

1. Data 

7.1 

2. Data 

7.2 

3. Data 

7.3 

(1). 

1.04.19-

1.05.25  

(2). 43.06-

43.55  

(3). 

1.25.57-

1.26.14 

1. Tell them 

the truth, 

Huntsman. 

There’s no 

time!  

2. I’m 

valuable.  

3. I’m sorry, 

I left you.  

 

8. 
Love & 

Affection 
√  

1. Data 

8.1 

2. Data 

8.2 

(1). 

1.09.43-

1.10.06 

(2). 

1.23.35-

1.24.01 

1. That 

seat’s not 

taken, if 

that’s what 

you were 

about to ask.  

2. We used 

to have 

pride, and 

now we just 

pilfer and 

drink and 

drink about 

when we 

didn’t.  
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9. 
Appreciating 

Achievement 
√  

1. Data 

10.1 

(1). 

2.00.03-

2.01.48 

1. In the 

name of all 

that is good 

and just in 

this land, I 

crown you 

queen. 

 

 

In this sub chapter, the writer shows the moral values that found in “Snow 

White and The Huntsman” Movie and analyzed it. In this case, the writer will 

present the dialogues that relevant with the moral values categories and bold the 

sentences and give blue color the sentences that relevant to the moral value. The 

moral values found in this movie are: Kindness / Respect, Independence, Self-

reliance (confident) & Potencial, Hard work, Sensitivity & Unselfishness, Bravery 

/ Courage, Honesty, Love & Affection, Appreciating acvhievement.   

1. Kindness / Respect 

Kindness or respect is a caring and considerate actions use to show for 

others. Kindness is defined as the quality of being friendly, generous, and 

considerate. Usually, kindness and respect are two things that can not be 

separated from each other. Because, these two are mutually related to each 

other.  
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(a) Data 1.1 Frame time 2.31-2.52 

(as we see Queen Eleanor looking ill, young Snow White enters her room 

carrying an injured bird). 

Young Snow White: We found it in the woods, it’s injured, mother. 

Queen Eleanor: It must have broken its wing. Don’t worry, it will heal in 

time.  

Young Snow White: I’ll look after it. 

Queen Eleanor: You possess rare beauty, my love. Here.  

(she touches Snow’s chest, indicating her heart). 

Queen Eleanor: Never lose it. It will serve you well when you become 

queen.  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value kindness/respect shown. Moral 

value kindness/respect shown directly by snow white (Kristen Stewart). In 

this scene, snow white carrying and telling something bad was happens bird 

to her mother (Ratu Eleanor). Then, the mother tried to reassure the little 

princess that the injured bird would recover in time. After trying to calm her 

down the mother praises her little daughter that she (little snow white) has 

a rare beauty, here (while touching little snow white's chest, showing her 

heart) and her mother advises her daughter that "never loose". This will 

serve you with good when you become a queen later" she said. From here, 

snow white prove kindness and respect about himself and about what has 

happened to other creatures.  
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(b) Data 1.2 Frame time  3.02-3.06 

Young Snow White: Careful you don’t fall.  

William: I’m just getting you an apple, here you go. 

Young Snow White: (take the apple from William’s hand) Thank you. 

William! 

(however, William joked that the apple's Snow White was eaten by him). 

Young Snow White: William!!  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value kindness/respect shown. Moral 

value kindness/respect shown directly by snow white (Kristen Stewart). In 

this scene, snow white reminded William to be more careful not to fall when 

picking up the apple that will be given to snow white. However, William 

ate the apple. And finally, snow white chased after William. From here, 

snow white prove her respect to William.  

(c) Data 1.3 Frame time 40.15-40.58 

(as Finn and his men find them). 

Finn: Quick work. Well done, Huntsman. Hand her over.  

The Huntsman: What do you intend to do with her? 

Finn: Why do you care? 

The Huntsman: You want her? Give me what I was promised. 

Finn: You did your job well. Now keep your word. 

Snow White: He’ll kill us both. 

The Huntsman: Shut up! 

Snow White: He will. 
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The Huntsman: I said, shut up! 

Snow White: No! No! 

(to Finn)  

The Huntsman: I’ll keep my word when the queen keeps hers! Where’s my 

wife?  

Snow White: He’s going to betray here.  

Finn: My sister has many powers. She can take life away, or sustain it. But 

she can’t   bring your wife back from the dead, you fool!  

The Huntsman: I want her back!  

(The Huntsman attacks Finn and his men, Snow White runs off, The 

Huntsman throws Finn to the ground which sets off a poisonous gas and 

The Huntsman runs off after Snow White).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value kindness/respect shown. Moral 

value kindness/respect shown directly by the huntsman (Chris Hemsworth) 

to protec snow white from Finn. In this scene, after the huntsman first found 

snow white who was hiding under a big tree in the dark forest, soon Finn 

came and praised the huntsman quick work. The huntsman asked Finn "what 

are you going to do to him? (snow white)". Finn answered suspiciously at 

the huntsman! why does he care so much about snow white. The huntsman 

wants Finn to keep his promise after finding snow white. Meanwhile, snow 

white reminds the huntsman that Finn will betray him for the 

words/promises he has made to him. From here, the huntsman prove his 

kindness/respect to protec snow white from Finn's attack.  
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(d) Data 1.4 Frame time 52.02-53.40 

(he turns and walks off. as they come towards a bridge in the Dark Forest). 

Snow White: Is this the edge of the Dark Forest? 

The Huntsman: Aye. 

(The huntsman senses something and draws his sword).  

Snow White: What is it? 

The Huntsman: Shh. 

(as they walk across the bridge they notice bones and swords and armory 

scattered around, suddenly a large creature opens it eyes and awakens).  

The Huntsman: Troll!  

(the troll knocks The Huntsman and Snow off the bridge and comes towards 

them as they try to make a run for it).  

The Huntsman: Run! 

(The Huntsman attacks the troll knocks him aside and as the troll is about 

to kill the unconscious Huntsman, Snow leaps in front of it screaming, the 

troll roars back at her but she stares him down and the troll backs off).  

The Huntsman: I told you to run!  

Snow White: If I had you’d be dead.  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value kindness/respect shown. Moral 

value kindness/respect shown directly by the both of them, snow white 

(Kristen Stewart) and the huntsman (Chris Hemsworth). In this scene, when 

they turn around and walk away, to be precise towards the bridge in the Dark 

Forest. The huntsman senses something and draws his sword. As they walk 
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across the bridge, suddenly a large creature opens it eyes and awakens. It 

turned out to be a troll, a giant animal that wanted to hurt them both. The 

huntsman attacks the troll knocks him aside and as the troll is about to kill 

the unconscious huntsman. However, snow protects the huntsman. She 

leaps in front of it screaming, the troll roars back at her but she stares him 

down and the troll backs off. From here, they both prove their respect is to 

protect each other from being stimulated by a big giant animal.  

(e) Data 1.5 Frame time 54.05-55.52  

(only demons/evil spirits come out of the dark forest, which on are you? the 

both of them get sanctuary in a village of women).  

The Huntsman: You got nothing to drink?  

Anna: You have traveled far, carried a great burden.  

The Huntsman: I’ve had worse jobs. Anyway, she’s not that heavy.  

(he looks over at Snow White, who’s playing with one of the little girls from 

the village).  

Anna: You don’t know who she is? (with treating the huntsman's chest 

wound).  

The Huntsman: What do you mean? 

(he looks over at Snow again).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value kindness/respect shown. Moral 

value kindness/respect shown directly by Anna, one of the female villagers 

(Rachael Stirling). In this scene, snow white and the huntsman meet and are 

rescued by some of the female villagers, who are about to return to their 
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village. At the time the huntsman told the story of himself and snow white's 

long journey, besides that, Anna also helped treat fresh wounds caused by 

being stabbed by a sword during the war. From here, Anna proves the 

kindness/respect to towards snow white and the huntsman, namely securing 

the existence of the two of them so as not to be caught by Finn and his troops 

also treating the huntsman's wounds.  

(f) Data 1.6 Frame time 1.02.34-1.03.00 

(after The Huntsman succeeded in finding and rescuing Snow White from 

Finn and his troops, The Huntsman took Snow White away from the scene 

which almost risked Snow White's own life).  

The Huntsman: I’m sorry. I’m sorry, I didn’t… 

Snow White: You left us! We should never have been there! 

The Huntsman: Hey, look at me. I’ll take you to Duke Hammond’s, 

okay? Alright? You have my word.  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value kindness/respect shown. Moral 

value kindness/respect shown directly by the huntsman (Chris Hemsworth) 

to snow white. In this scene, after the huntsman succeeded in finding and 

rescuing snow white from Finn and his troops, the huntsman took snow 

white away from the scene which almost risked snow white's own life. 

While apologizing repeatedly to snow white because he had left snow white 

just like that. From here, the huntsman proves his kindness and respect to 

snow white.  
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(g) Data 1.7 Frame time 1.05.41-1.05.53 

(suddenly they are attacked by a band of dwarves and taken hostage. after 

being captured by the band of dwarves, they string up Snow and The 

Huntsman hanging them upside down from a tree).  

(cavalry!) 

(they’ve found us!) 

Snow White: If you don’t cut us down we’ll all be killed!  

Duir: I don’t like this, Beith. Sounds like trouble.  

Snow White: You’ll find your weight in gold if you cut us down now!  

Gort: Shut up princess. 

Duir: Queen’s riders! And they’re coming this way! 

Beith: We’ll take her, but not him.  

The Huntsman: What? 

Snow White: No! Take both of us!  

Beith: Cut them both down Gort! Let’s get the hell out of here!  

(Gort cut the rop)  

(fast! fast!) 

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value kindness/respect shown. Moral 

value kindness/respect shown directly by the dwarves. In this scene, after 

the dwarves attack and take snow white and the huntsman hostage and tie 

them up and hang them upside down from a tree. Snow white begged to 

release himself and the huntsman so the dwarves would get a gold reward. 

Shortly after, the cavalry arrived. Beith ordered Gort to immediately cut the 
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rope and leave the place immediately. From here, the dwarves proves their 

kindness and respect for accepting requests and protecting snow white and 

the huntsman.  

(h). Data 1.8 Frame time 1.17.05-1.17.43 

(Snow White wakes to find the same birds that had sat outside her prison 

cell turn into fairies, she follows them as they lead her to a white magical 

stag with the dwarves and The Huntsman following her, The Huntsman goes 

to stop Snow but Beith stops him). 

Beith: No, no, no, Huntsman! No one’s ever seen this before.  

(they all watch as Snow touches the stag and the stag bows his head).  

Quert: The white heart bows before the princess, father.  

Muir: He’s blessing her.  

The Huntsman: What are you talking about?  

Muir: You have eyes, Huntsman, but you do not see. You, who have been 

with her longest. She is life itself, she will heal the land. She is the one. 

Can’t you feel it? Are your ailments not gone? Gold or no gold, where 

she leads, I follow.  

Gus: Aye. 

Gort: I’m with you. 

Quert: Yes, father. 

(suddenly, Finn’s men attack and shoot at the stag, The Huntsman gets 

Snow and runs off to protect her with Gus following them).  
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Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value kindness/respect shown. Moral 

value kindness/respect shown directly by the dwarfs. In this scene, when 

Snow White wakes up and follows the direction of the bird which she 

assumes is the same as the one sitting outside her prison cell to the white 

magic deer followed by the dwarves and hunters. the hunter went to stop the 

snow white but, Beith stopped him. However, the hunter still didn't 

understand what the dwarves were talking about about the snow and the 

white magic deer. From here, the dwarves proves their kindness and respect 

wherever snow white leads, they will always follow.  

(i) Data 1.9 Frame time 1.22.19-1.22.51  

(suddenly all life is drained from Finn as he dies. as of Finn’s men is about 

shoot at an arrow at Snow White, Gus pushes her out the way).  

Gus: Arrow! (while looking back) 

(the arrow hits Gus and William, who found Snow White with Gus earlier, 

shoots and kills the bowman).  

Snow White: Gus! Gus! Gus!, breath. Gus, breath. (by shedding tears).  

(referring to the other dwarves).  

Gus: They won’t leave you, miss. (with a calm demeanor due to snow's 

tears hitting Gus's body).  

(Snow starts crying as Gus dies. as they all gather round Gus’ lifeless body).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value kindness/respect shown. Moral 

value kindness/respect shown directly by the dwarfs and the snow white.  In 

this scene, when Finn's men want to shoot their arrows at Snow White, the 
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dwarf (Gus) gives a signal to Snow White and the other dwarves to aim at 

where the arrows are running. It turned out that the arrow hit the dwarf 

named Gus. Gus fell down experiencing a sigh from the pain. The snow 

white immediately approached Gus and gave him reassurance so as not to 

feel pain with tears running down his cheeks. The tears from Snow White 

that fell on Gus' face made Gus much calmer and more relaxed. With his 

last respect Gus said "they won't leave you, miss". From here, the dwarves 

and snow white proves their kindness and respect to protect one each other.  

(j) Data 1.10 Frame time 1.34.18-1.35.30  

(as Snow White lies on the ground dying, William cradles her and begins to 

cry, The Huntsman, devastated, turns to the dwarves).  

The Huntsman: What are you looking at? Do something! You’re 

dwarves, healers! Save her! Help her!  

Muir: No. This cannot be. 

(in Williams arms, Snow closes her eyes and appears to have died, William 

cries and kisses her but nothing happens).  

William: Please! 

(as they watch Snow die).  

Gort: What will we do, Beith?  

Beith: What we promised.  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value kindness/respect shown. Moral 

value kindness/respect shown directly by The Huntsman, William and The 

Dwarves. At that time Snow White lay on the ground in a dying condition. 
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William gave first help, namely by holding the princess in the arms of Prince 

William and then kissing her but there were no signs of change in the 

Princess. The Huntsman asked the dwarves to provide help, action on Snow 

White. However, at first one of the dwarves (Muir) said that it was 

impossible to go back to how it was. However, the dwarves promised to 

help the Princess to do anything so that the Princess could awaken from the 

magic of the Queen Ravenna. From here, the huntsman, william, and the 

dwarves proves their kindness and respect to Snow White's life.  

2. Independence 

Independence is an attitude not to depend on others. This behavior shows 

the desire to complete the task without any dependency.   

Here, independence moral value found in the movie:  

(a). Data 2.1 Frame time 3.16-3.32  

The Huntsman: (voice over) The next winter was the harshest in memory 

as Snow White’s mother passed away. The king was inconsolable. 

Taking advantage of his grief, a dark and mysterious army appeared 

and lured him into battle. The Dark Army was defeated, but what 

would soon come to pass was far darker.  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value independence shown. Moral 

values independence shown directly by The King and Snow White. In this 

scene, as we enter the following winter, it is the most vivid memory of when 

Snow White's mother died. The King was inconsolable. Dark and 
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mysterious forces appear and lure him into battle. The army of darkness was 

defeated, but what was about to happen was much darker.  

(b). Data 2.2 Frame time 1.23.02-1.23.18 

(the arrow hits Gus and William, who found Snow White with Gus earlier, 

shoots and 

kills the bowman).  

Snow White: Gus! Gus! Gus, breath, Gus, breath.  

(referring to the other dwarves) 

Gus: They won’t leave you, miss.  

 (Snow start crying as Gus dies).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value independence shown. Moral 

value independence shown directly by Snow White. In this scene, When 

Finn along with his troops entered the area where there was Snow White 

and the hunter along with the dwarves, Finn shot his arrow at Snow White, 

but the arrow hit Gus. Gus fell, and cried because he endured the pain, which 

was then instantly helped by Snow White to come and approach Gus and 

then hugged him until he didn't realize Snow White was shedding tears 

because he felt sorry for Gus because he had been instrumental in saving 

Snow White from Finn's attack.   

(c). Data 2.3 Frame time 1.37.38-1.39.30 

(after bringing Snow’s body to Duke Hammond’s castle, she is laid in the 

chapel in a white dress, The Huntsman sits near her body, dringking).  
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The Huntsman: Well, here you are, all dressed up like you’re about to 

wake up and give me more grief. Am I right? You deserved better. I 

once had a wife, princess. Sara was  her name. When I came back from 

the war I carried with me the stench of death and the anger of the lost. 

I wasn’t worth saving, that’s for sure, but she did so anywhy. And I 

loved her so much. I loved her more than anyone and anything, and 

then I let her out of my sight and she was gone. And I became myself 

again, a self I never cared for.  

(he leans closer to Snow’s body and begins to cry).  

The Huntsman: Until you, cause you remind me of her. Her heart, her 

spirit. But now, you too have gone. You both deserved better and I’m 

so sorry I failed you. I’m so sorry. But you be a queen in heaven now 

and sit among the angels.  

(he kisses her on the lips and leaves the chapel and as he leaves, Snow starts 

to breath, with tears rolling down her face and then she opens her eyes).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value independence shown. Moral 

value independence shown directly by The Huntsman. In this scene, At the 

time Snow White was lifeless due to the attack of the Evil Queen Mother 

(Queen Ravenna). Then Snow White was taken to Duke Hammond's castle 

she is laid in the chapel in a white dress, The Huntsman sits near her body 

(dringking). From there The Huntsman began to tell face to face to the Snow 

White about the sad events after the death of his wife which he loved more 

than anything and anyone. Even before the death of his wife, the hunter 
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became a figure of himself that was different from before. Until The 

Huntsman finds the figure of the Snow White which reminds him of his 

dead wife like (her heart, her spirit). The Huntsman is very sorry that he has 

disappointed Snow White while she is still alive. Until The Huntsman 

before leaving Snow White, he kissed Snow White's lips as a sign that he 

loved him as much as he loved his dead wife.  

3. Self-reliance (confident) & Potencial  

The behavior to stand on their own. Take the initiative and try to solve 

problems without asking for help from others. Take responsibility for our 

actions. Overcome the tendency to blame others, people, for difficulties-the 

commitment to personal excellence.   

Here, self-reliance (confident) and potencial moral value found in the  

movie:  

(a). Data 3.1 Frame time 4.00-5.12 

King Magnus: What devil spawned this army?  

      Send them back to hell! 

      No prisoners!  

(dark army was defeated, but what would soon come to pass was far darker).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value self-reliance (confident) and 

potential shown. Moral value self-reliance (confident) and potential shown 

in directly by King Magnus' army.  In this scene, after the death of Snow 

White's mother (Queen Eleanor), there are many wars from outside forces. 

At the same moment, one of the followers of King Magnus was surprised 
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he suddenly told the King, that in the small hut there was a beautiful woman. 

When the King saw her, he immediately wanted to make her his wife and 

mother of Snow White to fill the void of the royal palace.  

(b). Data 3.2 Frame time 58.35-1.01.03  

Snow White: Lily! Lily! Come on! Come on!! 

Finn: Run rats! Run.  

Finn: Find her! Come on!!  

Anna: To the ship! Hurry up to get on the ship! 

Anna: Lily!  

(The Huntsman heard a rumbling sound then looked behind him, and saw a 

fire).  

Anna: Come on, baby. Good.  

Snow White: Hurry up! (pick up lily and put her in the boat).  

(suddenly Finn’s men catch and want to bring Snow White).  

Snow White: No! No!  

(Anna tries to help Snow White from the grasp of Finn’s men).  

(The Huntsman suddenly came over and saved Snow White).  

The Huntsman: Come on, quickly go!  

Snow White: No, we have to help them!  

Anna: You have to go, go!  

Anna: Come on! Go!  

(The Huntsman took Snow White away from the village).  
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Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value self-reliance (confident) and 

potencial shown. Moral value self-reliance (confident) and potencial shown 

in directly by Snow White. In this scene just as everyone in the village 

started to sleep, suddenly a fire arrow entered the room where Snow White 

was sleeping. Without having to think for a long time Snow White woke up 

and immediately looked for and saved Lily who was fast asleep to 

immediately move away from that place and immediately enter the ship that 

was ready and would take them all. When Anna and Snow White had 

brought and put Lily first into the ship, Snow White pushed the ship but, 

one of Finn's men immediately carried Snow White and was about to take 

her away, however, Anna tried to help her but the men Finn pushed Anna 

to the ground. Soon the Huntsman came and stabbed Finn's men and 

immediately saved Snow White. However, Snow White evaded him not 

wanting to leave the villagers because their safety was important to her, but 

Anna refused her wish, Anna told Snow White and The Huntsman to leave 

this village immediately.  

(c). Data 3.3 Frame time 1.17.49-1.22.10 

The Huntsman: Attack!  

The Huntsman: Get ready to attack! Get ready to attack!  

(The Huntsman immediately approached and took Snow White’s hand).  

Beith: Coll, Duir attack him!  

Beith: Gus, go with her!  

(Gus then followed behind Snow White and The Huntsman).  
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Coll: Stay with me! 

Duir: You wait for me!  

Duir: You first.  

Coll: I know.  

(the both are hide behind  a rock).  

The Huntsman: Go! That way! (while show direction).  

The Huntsman: Fast! Fast!  

(Snow White ran in the direction that The Huntsman had been told, followed 

by the dwarf Gus, while The Huntsman ran after Finn).  

(while Snow White and Gus ran as fast as they could then, William followed 

behind him and wanted to save Snow White). 

(when prince William reached out his hand to Snow White, but Snow White 

pulled with all his might so that William fell and Gus want to hit him).  

William: No it’s me! It’s William!  

     It’s William!  

Finn: I admire your fight Huntsman.  

Finn: Your wife was the same.  

The Huntsman: What do you mean, my wife?  

Finn: I remember them all.  

Finn: Especially the ones that fight (while thrusting his sword to the 

huntsman).  

Finn: She screamed your name.  

Finn: But you weren’t there.  
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Finn: Now, you can beg her forgiveness in the other world (while thrusting 

his sword at The Huntsman's forehead).  

(The Huntsman with all his might thrust Finn towards the rest of the tree 

trunk which was as sharp as a thorn).  

Finn: Sister, heal me (while thrusting his sword towards Finn's stomach).  

Queen Ravenna: Forgive me, brother (while holding back the pain until she 

fell asleep on the floor).  

Finn: I feel . . .  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value self-reliance (confident) and 

potencial shown. Moral value self-reliance (confident) and potencial shown 

in directly by The Huntsman. In this scene, when Snow White holds a white 

heart, soon Finn's troops come to Snow White, The Huntsman and also the 

dwarves to attack them all. Without waiting long The Huntsman gave a code 

to immediately attack Finn with his troops (The Huntsman immediately 

approached and took Snow White's hand). Snow White followed the 

direction where The Huntsman was running, then The Huntsman gave 

directions to Snow White who was followed by the dwarf Gus. Meanwhile 

The Huntsman chases Finn. (Snow White and Gus ran as fast as they could 

then, William followed behind him and wanted to save Snow White. When 

prince William reached out his hand to Snow White, but Snow White pulled 

with all his might so that William fell and Gus want to hit him). And on the 

other hand The Huntsman continues to face Finn until Finn is finally killed 

at the hands of The Huntsman himself.  
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(d). Data 3.4 Frame time 1.33.20-1.33.49  

Queen Ravenna: You don’t even realise how lucky you are never to know 

what it is to grow old.  

The Huntsman: No… 

(come and save Snow White with Prince William and chase away Queen 

Ravenna’s  

magic birds).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value self-reliance (confident) and 

potencial shown. Moral value self-reliance (confident) and potencial shown 

in directly by The Huntsman. In this scene, at the time after Snow White ate 

the magic apple, the Queen wanted to take the power that is the beauty 

possessed by Snow White, but soon The Huntsman followed by Prince 

William came and drove Ravenna who turned her into a black bird form.  

(e). Data 3.5 Frame time 1.42.03-1.43.30  

Snow White: Frost to fire, fire to frost.  

    Iron will melt. 

    But it will writhe inside of itself. 

    All these years, all I’ve known is darkness.  

    But I have never seen a brighter.  

    Light than when my eyes just opened.  

    And I know that light burns in all of you!  

    Those embers must turn to flame.  
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     Iron into sword.  

     I will become your weapon!  

     Forged by the fierce fire. 

     That I know is in your hearts! 

      For I have seen what she sees. 

      I know what she knows.  

      I can kill her.  

     And I’d rather die today, that live another day of this  

death! 

      And who will ride with me?! 

      Who will be my brother?!  

Imperial Army: Ya!!! (while bowing his/her head to honor theirs king).  

Muir: Farewell princess.  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value self-reliance (confident) and 

potencial shown. Moral value self-reliance (confident) and potencial shown 

in directly by Snow White. In this scene, after the princess woke up from 

her sleep, then walk towards where a gathering of soldiers and that's where 

the princess began to tell her heart until they were all ready to fight against 

Queen Ravenna.  

4. Hard Work  

Hard work is the behavior that shows an effort to solve any obstacle and 

problem in every situation.  

Here, hard work moral value found in the movie:  
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(a). Data 4.1 Frame time 6.09-6.32  

Queen Ravenna: This all must be difficult for you.  

         I too lost my mother when I was a young girl.  

         I can never take your mother’s place, never.  

         But I feel that you and I are bound.  

         I feel it there, your heart.  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value hard work shown. Moral value 

hard work shown in directly by Queen Ravenna. In this scene, while Queen 

Ravenna was getting ready for her wedding with king, the queen conversed 

with the little princess 'Snow White'. The Queen spoken as if she would be 

a good stepmother in front of Snow White.  

(b). Data 4.2 Frame time 09.10-09.14  

(she had tricked her way into the kingdom with her phantom army. She 

now welcomed a very real one).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value hard work shown. Moral value 

hard work shown in directly by Queen Ravenna's action. In this scene, after 

entering and welcoming her younger brother (Finn) along with an army of 

ghosts into the kingdom.  

(c). Data 4.3 Frame time 37.07-38.00  

(when the queen made an offer to return to the Forest of Darkness and give 

a reward, but The Huntsman was reluctant and refused his request which is 

make queen infuriated).  
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Queen Ravenna: So you wish to reunited with your beloved?  

The Huntsman: Do not speak of my wife.  

Queen Ravenna: You miss her.  

(while looking at the queen's face very annoyed).  

Queen Ravenna: What would you give, to see her again?  

                  You know of my powers,  

                  Bring me the girl,  

                And I will bring back your wife.  

The Huntsman: Nothing can bring her back.  

Queen Ravenna: I can.  

                 A life, for a life.  

(reflecting on himself while reconsidering the request from the queen).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value hard work shown. Moral value 

hard work shown in directly by Queen Ravenna.  In this scene, when The 

Queen asked The Huntsman for help, to go and look for Snow White in the 

Forest of Darkness, but The Huntsman refused at her request even though 

The Queen promised to reward him in the form of gold and even revive The 

Huntsman's wife. However, The Huntsman did not believe it and simply 

ignored her request. That's where the queen got angry.  

(d). Data 4.4 Frame time 1.29.07-1.33.23  

Snow White: William.  

    It’s as if nothing’s changed here,  

    The world seems beautiful again.  
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William: It will be, when you are queen.  

        The people of this kingdom hate Ravenna with every fiber.  

Snow White: I used to hate her.  

   But now I feel only sorrow.  

William: Once people find out you’re alive, they’ll rise up in your name.  

         You are your fathers daughter, the rightful heir.  

          If I had a choice, I’d take you far away.  

         Keep you safe by my side.  

          But I have a duty, so do you.  

Snow White: How do I inspire?  

How will I lead men?  

William: When we were children. 

        I followed you everywhere.  

        Ran when you called.  

        I would have done anything for you.  

Snow White: That’s not how I remember it.  

William: No?  

Snow White: No.  

   We used to fight, all the time and argue.  

(Snow gives William a kiss).  

(Then, William gave the Princess an apple).  

(Snow White took the apple from William's grasp).  

Snow White: Remember that trick?  
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William: What trick?  

(The princess immediately ate the apple).  

William: You see child?  

        Love always betrays us.  

(suddenly The Huntsman woke up and realized that Snow was not beside 

them and immediately woke William who was still asleep).  

The Huntsman: Wake up.  

(Ravenna, who was originally disguised as William, then changes into her 

original form).  

Queen Ravenna: By fairest blood it was done.  

              And only by fairest blood can it be undone.  

        You were the only one who could break the spell and destroy me.  

         And the only one, pure enough, to save me.  

         You don’t even realise how lucky you are.  

          Never to know what it is to grow old.  

(while brings out her power).  

The Huntsman: No . . .  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value hard work shown. Moral value 

hard work shown in directly by Queen Ravenna.  In this scene, when the 

Queen disguised herself as William there was no suspicion that Snow White 

saw. And when the two of them were talking, Ravenna gave an apple which 

turned into a rotten apple and was covered with thorns when Snow ate it. 

And suddenly the Princess fell and endured the pain, which then came The 
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Huntsman together with William to save Snow White from Ravenna's attack 

who wanted to hurt her.  

5. Sensitivity & Unselfishness 

The ability to become extra-centered and self-centered. Sensitivity need in 

people and situations.  

Here, sensitivity & unselfishness moral value found in the movie:  

(a). Data 5.1 Frame time 07.30-08.27  

Queen Ravenna: I was ruined by a king like you once.  

         I replaced his queen, an old woman.  

         And in time I too would have been replaced. 

         Men use women.  

 They ruin us, and when they are finished with us, they toss us  

to their 

         dogs like scraps.  

King Magnus: What have you given me?  

Queen Ravenna: When a woman stays young and beautiful forever, the 

world is hers.  

(change sleep position).  

Queen Ravenna: First I will take your life, my lord. 

         And then I’ll take your throne.  

(kill the king).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value sensitivity & unselfishness 

shown. Moral value sensitivity & unselfishness shown in directly by Queen 
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Ravenna. In this scene, on the first night, while both of them were in bed, 

soon the queen immediately took a knife and stabbed the knife into the 

king's stomach. And King Magnus died at the hands of Queen Ravenna.  

(b). Data 5.2 Frame time 13.10-13.30  

Imperial Army: The rest of them, my queen.  

       What should we do now?  

Queen Ravenna: Kill them all.  

(while glancing there is a small child which is princess Snow White).  

Queen Ravenna: Finn!  

(Finn while holding Snow's head).  

Queen Ravenna: Locked her!  

        No one should know that the royal maiden is still alive.  

(Snow looks at Ravenna with hatred).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value sensitivity & unselfishness 

shown. Moral value sensitivity & unselfishness shown in directly by Queen 

Ravenna. In this scene, by the time Ravenna headed for the front yard, there 

gathered Ravenna's troops, including her younger sister Finn. One of the 

troops asked the Queen "the rest of them My Queen, what should we do?" 

Ravenna answered "kill them all" then Ravenna saw a beautiful little girl 

who turned out to be the royal princess. Ravenna also orders Finn to lock 

Snow so people don't know that royal blood is still alive.  
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(c). Data 5.3 Frame time 18.56-19.28  

(suddenly the son grabs the knife from the soldier holding him and stabs 

Ravenna in the  

stomach, she pulls out the knife without a drop of blood).  

Queen Ravenna: You would kill your queen?  

(while pulling his body).  

Queen Ravenna: Such courage, such beauty.  

           How strong is your heart?  

(Ravenna's hand while taking his power).  

Father’s Son: No, my son . . .  

(dropped him).  

Queen Ravenna: Leave him!  

Let him return to the duke, and speak of generosity of his queen.  

Finn: Out!  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value sensitivity & unselfishness 

shown. Moral value sensitivity & unselfishness shown in directly by Queen 

Ravenna. In this scene, when a father and his son are in front of the queen 

then the son suddenly takes a knife from the soldier who is holding them 

and stabs Ravenna in the stomach, he took out a knife without a drop of 

blood. There Ravenna was furious and took his power and then transferred 

it into her body. 
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(d). Data 5.4 Frame time 1.43.47  

(after Snow White and her troops set out to attack, Ravenna returned to 

her castle and killed hundreds of people in order to increase her strength 

to fight against the princess Snow White and his troops).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value sensitivity & unselfishness 

shown. Moral value sensitivity & unselfishness shown in directly by Queen 

Ravenna. In this scene, when the princess managed to invite her troops to 

fight Ravenna, while Ravenna stayed in the castle and had killed hundreds 

of people to suck / take his or her heart to increase strength and beauty too.  

6. Bravery / Courage  

Bravery/courage is doing something challenging but corrects with a steady heart 

and great self-confidence in facing dangers and challenges without fear.   

Here, bravery/courage moral value found in the movie:  

(a). Data 6.1 Frame time 20.24-21.36  

Finn: Magic comes at a lofty price.  

(while hugging his older sister's shoulder).  

Queen Ravenna: And the expense grows.  

Finn: You look . . . 

Queen Ravenna: Old. 

Finn: Tired.  

Queen Ravenna: My power fades.  

Finn: I have something for what ills you.  
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(Ravenna turned around and there was a young girl the same age as Snow, 

her name is Greta. The queen immediately came to her, and began to suck it).   

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value bravery/courage shown. Moral value 

bravery/courage shown in directly by Queen Ravenna and Finn. In this scene, 

when the Queen looked in the mirror, who was accompanied by her younger 

brother behind her. Ravenna looked in the mirror and said she looked very old 

and tired. Finn gives good news to the Queen that there is a beautiful girl who 

is ready to be his cure.  

7. Honesty  

Honesty means uprightness of character or action. Honesty implies a refusal to 

lie, steal, or deceive in anyway. Honest is telling a truth based on the fact. Person 

that usually telling the truth without change the fact always got others people 

trust.  

Here, honesty moral value found in the movie:  

(a). Data 7.1 Frame time 1.04.19-1.05.25  

(when The Huntsman and Snow White were caught by the dwarves and then 

hanged with their heads upside down. They were both asked various questions 

from the dwarves).  

Snow White: Tell them the truth Huntsman, there’s no time.  

The Huntsman: I have to take this girl to Hammonds. She’s not safe here.  

Gort: My little heart bleeds for ya. We should chop ‘em up and feed them to the 

wolves.  

Dwarves: Ya..ya!  
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Beith: Who is she?  

The Huntsman: She’s worth a lot of gold to me.  

          Which I’m happy to share with you stupid little dwarves.  

(Gort beats The Huntsman with his stick).  

The Huntsman: Stop that!  

Snow White: Gold will worth nothing to any of you if we’re all dead.  

            The queen’s men hunt us, they’re very close. 

Gort: Shut up. 

Snow White: You have love for the queen?  

(Beith laughs).  

Beith: We have no love for the queen! 

Snow White: Than you fight against her?  

Duir: No one fights against the queen!  

Coll: We lost everything, when the king died.  

Duir: We fight only for ourselves!  

Beith: Yes!  

Snow White: My father was King Magnus.  

Nion: (Laugh).  

(all the dwarves looked confused, as if what the princess had said was just 

bullshit!).  

Gort: Muir . . .  

Beith: Does she speak the truth?  

(Muir immediately took off him mask).  
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Muir: Yes, she is of the blood.  

(everyone is amazed).  

Muir: She is destined, Beith.  

   I see an end to the darkness. (while looking up at the sky).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value honesty shown. Moral value 

honesty shown in directly by Snow White. In this scene, when Snow White 

and The Huntsman are caught in the trap of the dwarves where they are both 

asked various questions. And in the end, one of the dwarves asked who was 

this woman? and then Snow replied that she was the daughter of King 

Magnus. With the princess's words, the dwarves couldn't believe it and 

laughed at her. However, not with Muir. It was time for Muir to strengthen 

the princess's answer to the other dwarves. Which the dwarves really didn't 

expect.  

(b). Data 7.2 Frame time 43.06-43.55 

Snow White: I’m valuable, that’s why you’re here, isn’t it?  

   If you return without me you’re dead.  

   If you leave me, I’m dead.  

The Huntsman: Just for argument sake, how much reward?  

Snow White: How much is enough?  

The Huntsman: At least 30 gold pieces . . . 

Snow White: A hundred.  

   Help me.  

The Huntsman: Who are you?  
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Snow White: Maybe you should’ve asked the queen that.  

The Huntsman: I don’t trust you.  

Snow White: I’ve given you my word.  

The Huntsman: I still don’t trust you.  

     But you have a deal.  

(spitting into the hand and asked to shake hands as a form of agreement 

between the both of them).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value honesty shown. Moral value 

honesty shown in directly by Snow White. In this scene, when Snow White 

and The Huntsman managed to escape from Finn and his men's attacks, the 

princess asked The Huntsman for help to go and accompany her to the 

Duke's Castle. However, The Huntsman was reluctant and refused because 

he did not want to interfere with the queen. Then, The Huntsman asked 

about how much reward I would get if I helped you, when The Huntsman 

asked for 30 gold pieces, Snow answered 100? from there they both have a 

deal.  

(c). Data 7.3 Frame time 1.25.57-1.26.14 

William: I’m sorry, I left you.  

Snow White: You didn’t.  

William: If I had thought you were alive. 

       I would have come for you.  

Snow White: We were children William.  

    You are here now.  
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Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value honesty shown. Moral value 

honesty shown in directly by William. In this scene, after Gus's funeral, 

Snow White, Prince William and also The Huntsman continued their 

journey, arrived in the middle of the journey William approached Snow and 

said he was sorry for leaving her. And if William knew that Snow was still 

alive, he would come to save her.  

8. Love & Affection  

Personal caring that goes both beneath and beyond loyalty and respect. Love is 

feeling caring for someone or something. Love for dear friends, neighbors, 

themselves.  

Here, love and affection moral value found in the movie:  

(a) Data 8.1 Frame time 1.09.43-1.10.06 

Muir: That seat is not taken, if that’s what you were about to ask.  

Snow White: I want to thank you.  

Muir: It’s only a log.  

  There’s no need to thank me.  

Snow White: No, for before.  

  For defending me.  

Muir: Your father was a good man, the kingdom prospered. 

  Our people prospered. 

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value love and affection shown. Moral 

value love and affection shown in directly by Snow White.  In this scene, 

after commemorating Gus' death, Snow White approached Muir and 
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expressed her gratitude, but the dwarf replied as if she didn't need to say that 

because it was his responsibility.  

(b) Data 8.2 Frame time 1.23.35-1.24.01  

Guert: We used to have pride.  

             And now we just pilfer, drink and dream about when we didn’t.  

             Every man here would die for the chance of becoming that man again.  

             So we follow you princess, in life and in death . . .  

(while taking out Gus's sword as a sign of honor to the princess).  

Guert: And we shall have our pride again.  

   On Gus’sword, this I swear.  

(The princess, without waiting long, accepted the sword that had been 

stretched out by Guert).  

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value love and affection shown. Moral 

value love and affection shown in directly by Guert. In this scene, right after 

Gus breathed his last, there the dwarves gathered. Guert represented the 

other dwarves and Gus who had died, he promised and swore in front of 

Snow no matter what happened we will still follow you princess, live and 

die (while holding out a sword) as a symbol and the sword was accepted by 

Snow White.  

9. Appreciating Achievement 

Appreciating achievement is attitude and action to push up something useful for 

society, recognize and respect for others people achievement.   

Here, appreciating achievement moral value found in the movie:  
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(a). Data 10.1 Frame time 2.00.03-2.01.48 

Pastor: In the name of all that is good an just in this land! 

    I crown you queen. 

(while placing the royal crown on the head of Princess Snow White).  

Beith: Hail to the queen!  

(Hail to the queen) 

(Hail to the queen) 

(Hail to the queen) 

(Hail to the queen) 

(everyone bows their head) 

(then saw The Huntsman walk in, the Queen Snow White also replied by 

bowing her head). 

Analysis: From the dialogue, moral value appreciating achievement shown. 

Moral value appreciating achievement shown in directly by Pastor. In this 

scene, after taking the oath blessed Snow White became the real queen. 

2. The Most Dominant Moral Value Appears in Rupert Sanders Movie 

“Snow White and The Huntsman”. 

In this part, the writer showed the most dominant moral value found in 

Rupert Sanders Movie “Snow White and The Huntsman”. The most 

dominant moral value here are the moral value that frequently appeared than 

others moral in the movie. The most dominant moral value in the movie that 

shown from the table is kindness or respect. In the previous table, there are 
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nine data were found that shown as kindness or respect moral value in the 

script of the movie. 

B. Discussion 

From the previous explanation, the researcher found some data of dialogue 

shown moral values found in Rupert Sanders Movie “Snow White and The 

Huntsman”. Moral values that shown in the movie have different meaning 

depend on how people will define it. Based on the Moral value here are the 

important part that can change people’s attitudes if they can define the moral 

value positively. There are many moral values in the Rupert Sanders Movie 

“Snow White and The Huntsman” found in findings. According to Eyre and 

Richard (1993) moral value divided into two groups. There are values of being 

and values of giving. Values of being contains of honesty, self-reliance 

(confident) & potencial, bravery/courage. Values of giving contain of 

kindness/respect, independence, hard work, sensitivity & unselfishness, love & 

affection, appreciating achievement. Kindness and respect mean a quality being 

kind and care. According to Mongrain, Barnes, et al. (2018), engaging acts of 

kindness could serve as an antidote to habitual behaviors related to low 

agreeableness that antagonize others. Kindness and respect here can be 

recognized by looking at people who make an action to improve relationship 

and reduce habitual behaviors related to low agreeableness and antagonize 

others. Kindness shown by Snow White. Snow White as the sole heir to the 

kingdom, she has a good side and also cares a lot.  

Independence is an attitude not to depend on others. This behavior shows 

the desire to complete the task without any dependency. Independence shown 

by The King, Snow White and The Huntsman. Self reliance (confident)                   

and potential mean commitment to personal excellence and taking 

responsibility for own action. According to Lowe (2013), self reliance is being 

true to self and is lived by being responsible, disciplined, and confident. Self 

reliance can be recognized by looking at people who trusting their talent and 

can make a benefit for themselves and another people, and they have confident 
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with their talent but still have responsible for what they do. Self-reliance 

(confident) and potential shown by Snow White and The Huntsman. Snow 

White and The Huntsman was confident with his talent and ability. Sometimes 

the both needs to show their ability in front of the people. Hard work is the 

behavior that shows an effort to solve any obstacle and problem in every 

situation. Hard work also can be defined as a serious attitude to achieve the 

goals we want. 

Sensitivity & unselfishness the ability to become extra-centered and self-

centered. Sensitifity need in people and situations. Try to learn emphaty, 

tolerance, brotherhood. Sensitivity & unselfishness shown by Queen Ravenna.  

Bravery/courage is doing something challenging but corrects with a steady heart 

and great self-confidence in facing dangers and challenges without fear. 

Bravery/courage shown by Queen Ravenna and Finn. Honesty means 

uprightness of character refusal to lie, steal, or deceive in anyway. According 

to Albert Hendra Wijaya (in Batubara, 2015), Honesty is admitting, say and 

give information based on the truth. Honesty can be recognized by looking at 

people who say something based on the truth. Honesty was shown by both Snow 

White and William in this movie. Love and affection mean personal caring for 

someone such as dear friends, neighbors, themselves, also the people around us. 

According to Peck (2002), one of way to recognize love is when people have 

something it is value to them and spend time with it, enjoying it and time taking 

care of it.  

Love here can be recognized by looking at people who spend caring for 

someone and something, also spend their time with them. Love and affection 

shown by both Snow White and Guert. They both have a good affection and 

sincere. They know what the people around them need and care about each 

other. Appreciating achievement mean attitude and action to push up something 

useful for society, recognize, and respect for others people achievement. 

According to Rawls (1971:3), appreciating achievement is the first virtue of 

social institutions as truth is of systems of thought. Appreciating achievement 

can be recognized by looking the fact that people who are so strongly concerned 
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with issues of morality and justice in their own lives and the lives of others and 

that they ever so often struggle with finding the right balance between what is 

“right” and “wrong”. Appreciating achievement shown by pastor. As a form of 

honoring the Princess who has been crowned as the Queen of the kingdom's 

leader and its contents, and also who has succeeded in defending the royal 

throne from Queen Ravenna. Based on the previous findings, the researcher 

found nine moral value in Rupert Sanders Movie “Snow White and The 

Huntsman”, there are: kindness and respect, independence, self-reliance 

(confident) & potencial, hard work, sensitivity & unselfishness, 

bravery/courage, honesty, love & affection, and the last appreciating 

achievement. According to previous findings and the explanation in this 

research, moral value found in the movie suitable with Eyre and Richard’s 

theory.  

Meanwhile, based to previous study by Cahyani (2016) “An Analysis of 

Moral Message in The Philosopher Movie”, she found thirteen moral messages 

in The Philosopher Movie, there are: kindheartedness, discipline, enthusiasm, 

loyalty, brave, affection, belief, self-confidence, peace loving, sacrifices for 

others in positive meaning, and religion belief. While Pusumakeja (2018) 

previous study entitled “An analysis of Moral Value Teaching in “The Fate of 

The Furious” Movie (Based on Its Main Character), he found ten moral values. 

There are: honesty, courage, peace ability, self-reliance and potential, self-

discipline and moderation, loyalty, respect, love, kindness and friendliness, 

justice and mercy. The other previous study by Humaira (2018) entitled “An 

Analysis of Moral Values in Zootopia Movie” In her research, she found ten 

moral value in Zootopia movie. There ten moral value that she found are: 

respect, responsibility, justice, tolerance, wisdom, helps each other, altruism, 

cooperation, courage, and confidence. According to this comparison between 

each previous study and this research writer findings, moral values found in this 

research almost same with the previous study. Here, the researcher can conclude 

between one and other movie have some similarity in moral value because the 

use of same parameter. In the previous findings, there are nine moral values 
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found in the movie. The details of the data are: kindness and respect ten data 

found, independence three data found, self reliance (confident) and potencial 

five data found, hard work four data found, sensitivity & unselfishness four data 

found, bravery/courage one data found, honesty three data found, love and 

affection two data found, appreciating achievement one data found. Based on 

those data, the researcher can conclude that thirty-three data were found in the 

dialogue script of Rupert Sanders Movie “Snow White and The Huntsman”. 

Based on those data also the researcher can conclude that the most dominant 

moral value were kindness and respect.  

In this research, the researcher also analyzed how the moral value conveyed 

in the movie. According Nurgiyantoro (2010:335-339), there are wo ways in 

conveying moral value, direct and indirect convey. Direct convey means the 

writer directly describes the characterization each character and makes the 

reader comprehend the story. Indirect convey means the writer indirectly 

convey the value through the stories events, conflict, and conduct of each 

character. Based on this research, the researcher can get the conclusion that 

Rupert Sanders Movie “Snow White and The Huntsman” have many moral 

value inside the movie. This movie has kindness and respect moral value as 

dominant value inside the movie. This film is a combination of action and 

adventure films that teach the audience to be a person who always has good 

prejudices, prioritizes the truth, and also has a spirit of kindness and a sense of 

caring. But, not only just kindness and respect, there are also many values other 

than kindness and respect that also important and well applied in daily life. In 

addition, movie not only a media can entertain the viewer but also a media that 

can convey information, knowledge and moral value. So, from the lessons we 

can take from a film, we can apply it in real life and also as a form of positive 

vibes for others. 

  




